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Sheep Go To Sleep (board Book) (Sheep In A Jeep)
A hilarious picture book from award-winning picture book duo Meg McKinlay and Leila Rudge. When Amos starts counting sheep, there's one thing he doesn't quite count on ... How's he supposed to sleep when the sheep land - THUD! THUD! - in his bedroom? This zany tale of
bedtime shenanigans is the new picture book from the award-winning duo behind No Bears and Once Upon A Small Rhinoceros. Perfect for parents, grandparents and teachers to read aloud.
Slipping a finger into the cuddly animal puppet in the spine of any of these books, adults will find themselves suddenly transformed into master storytellers.
Russell the sheep tries all different ways to get to sleep.
There are many ways to go to “sheep” with this delightful bedtime board book that’s perfect for reading aloud! You can sheep in your pj’s or just underpants. You can sheep all alone but sometimes you can’t. There are lots of ways to go to “sheep,” and here to show you all of the
ways is an adorable…sheep! This bedtime book is perfect for a giggle before little ones drift off to sleep, just as the sheep does in this charming board book.
One Sheep, Two Sheep, Three Sheep Dance
Let Me Sleep, Sheep!
Time to Sleep, Sheep the Sheep!
Go to Sleep, Little Farm
As darkness falls parents everywhere try to get their children ready for sleep.
"The farm's creatures prepare for night and rest"-At the end of the day, tired sheep return to their shed but none can sleep until the collie arrives, giving a hug, a drink of water, and more until all have begun to snore.
When sheep cannot sleep, what do they do? One night a sheep called Woolly cannot sleep, so he decides to go for a walk to try to tire himself out. When that doesn't work, he tries climbing, then running, then jumping. But perhaps
there is a more conventional way for Woolly to fall asleep...
Hide 'n' Sheep
Time for Bed
Sheep Trick or Treat
Sleep, Sheep!
Sheep Go to Sleep (Board Book)
In this charming follow-up to Go to Sheep, a sheep is ready to play a game of hide and seek, so count to ten and see if you can find him! The star of Go to Sheep is back in this playful board book, but this time he’s not going to sleep, he’s playing a game of “Hide ’n’ Sheep!” Join
the fun as the sheep tries to convince us that he’s all the other animals on the farm—from pigs to chicks! 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10…ready or not, here we come!
Whenever Ava can't sleep, she counts sheep. But Ava takes so long to fall asleep, it's the sheep that are growing tired-until finally, they quit! When the sheep promise to find a replacement that Ava can count on, chaos ensues as chickens, cows, pigs, hippos, and more try their hand at
jumping over Ava's fence. Finding the perfectly peaceful replacement for sheep might not be so easy after all. With irresistibly adorable art, this delightful take on a familiar sleep tactic is sure to become a bedtime favorite.
''These stubborn sheep,'' the farmer sighs, ''won't open up their sleepy eyes. But I know how to wake this crowd. I'll make some noise and make it loud.'' From pounding on pots and pans to playing a screechy violin, Farmer Simpson makes all sorts of commotion to wake up his flock
of sleepy sheep, but nothing works! Then Farmer Simpson gets a brilliant idea -- he decides to bring home a puppy who will surely be able to wake the snoozing sheep with its loud barks. But the farmer is in for a surprise -- his sheep wake up, but not in ways he expected! Author and
illustrator Bruce Arant presents a tender tale about the virtues of using a gentle nudge when friends won't budge. 32 pages. 8-3/4 inches wide by 11-1/4 inches high. Full-color illustrations throughout. Hardcover picture book with dust jacket. Bruce Arant brings his sheep back into the
fold in this sequel to the award-winning Simpson's Sheep Won't Go to Sleep! Prior to becoming a full-time writer and illustrator, Arant enjoyed a career of nearly 20 years in the magazine and custom publishing industry, where he held a variety of editorial and creative positions. He
lives in Omaha, Nebraska.
Thissweet and simple read-aloud tells the story of five restless sheep who can t get to sleep until a helpful collie comes to their rescue. The sturdy board book is just right for little hands."
It's Time to Go to Sleep
Simpson's Sheep Just Want to Sleep!
Sleepy Sheep's Good-Night Book
Count the Sheep to Sleep
The Sheep Who Wouldn't Sleep
Tucked up tight, all warm and snug, Phoebe tries to sleep. She shuts her eyes, but she's not tired: she need to count her sheep! But the crazy sheep have other plans. Soon they have Phoebe all worn out with their madcap adventures. Will they every let Phoebe go to
sleep? Ages 3+.
“Late last night I lay in bed and found I couldn’t sleep. So I scrunched my eyes up tightly and counted woolly sheep.” In this amusing bedtime story, a little girl decides she must count sheep in order to fall asleep. Starting at ten, her sheep begin to suffer humorous
mishaps as she happily drifts into dreamland. Each number illustrates sheep flying off in different directions, unable to control their skateboards, the slippery floor, or their crazy dance moves. Children will laugh and learn in this combination bedtime and counting
book. The sing-songy verse and bright, whimsical illustrations provide a visual counting aid, as well as entertainment in the moments before bedtime. Count the Sheep to Sleep is sure to help children fall asleep to their own leaping sheep, transforming bedtime from a
struggle into a fluffy white parade!
Baby lamb enjoys story time with his mom.
When a mysterious spacecraft lands in a nearby pasture, the lovable, blundering sheep get in gear for the ride of their lives! Unfortunately, these sheep don’t know the first thing about piloting a spaceship . . . but there may be someone else on board who does!
Readers will have a blast with Nancy Shaw’s clever rhymes and Margot Apple’s hilarious illustrations in this latest Sheep adventure.
Go to Sheep
Simpson's Sheep Won't Go to Sleep!
No Sleep for the Sheep!
Sheep Take a Hike
Sheep in a Jeep
Records the misadventures of a group of sheep that go riding in a jeep.
Having gotten lost on a chaotic hike in the great outdoors, the sheep find their way back by following the trail of wool they have left.
When Russell the sheep finally falls asleep—he snores!
Count down to bedtime with five sleepy little sheep! "The moon shines in the starry sky: it’s time to go to sleep! But nighttime is still playtime for five fleecy little sheep!" Count down
with five silly sheep in this touch-and-feel bedtime book as, one-by-one, they fall asleep! Little ones will love feeling the fleece of the sheep as they count and play!
Sheep Go to Sleep (lap Board Book)
Sheep in a Shop
Counting Sheep
Count These Sheep and Fall Asleep Book
Sheep Out to Eat
What will happen when the sheep go trick-or-treating? Could there be wolves lurking in the woods, hoping to waylay them as they return home with their bags full of goodies? In crisp verse and whimsically eerie pictures, Nancy Shaw and Margot Apple tell the lively story of a remarkable Halloween adventure. Simple sentences,
rhyming text, and a humorous tone make this the perfect treat for beginning readers. Fans of this adventuresome flock of sheep will not want to miss this Halloween treat.
Beneath the starry sky, everyone goes to sleep…except the sheep. Is she too excited? Too afraid? Or just plain not tired? The little sheep won’t sleep for all kinds of reasons, which will resonate with anyone who has—or ever was—a child! As the sheep tries to stay awake, she learns to calm her body and thoughts in this sweetly silly
tale that subtly teaches self-soothing and mindfulness.
Sheep Go to SleepHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
Follow the adventures of twelve little sheep throughout their day. This fun book teaches your little one numbers through silly sheep and rhythmic rhymes. Don't forget to snuggle up and get comfy for the sleepy sheepy ending.
Go to Sleep, Russell the Sheep
Olive the Sheep Can't Sleep
Little Lamb
Can't Sleep Without Sheep
It's Time to Sleep, You Crazy Sheep!

A sheep wants nothing but to go to sleep in the big red barn on the farm, but each time he closes his eyes, another animal moos or neighs or peeps to come in.
Counting sheep is supposed to help you sleep—but a room full of yaks, alpacas, and llamas would keep anyone awake in this counting book with a comical twist. Winner of the Mathical Book Prize! A glass of warm milk, reading, working on her knitting—nothing can help Clarissa get to sleep.
When even counting sheep doesn't help her doze off, she tried pairs of alpacas instead. Two, four, six . . . then llamas by fives . . . then yaks by tens! But no one could sleep with a room full of bouncing, bleating, shedding animals. Determined to unravel her problem so she can get some sleep,
Clarissa counts back down until she's all alone, and she can finally get some rest. Introducing addition and subtraction by ones, twos, fives, and tens, Sheep Won't Sleep is part bedtime story, part math practice— and the hilarious illustrations of spotted, striped, and plaid animals are sure to appeal
to imaginative readers of all ages.
An exciting and hilarious new series all about early childhood milestones from debut US talent Hilary Leung!
"When Farmer Simpson tries to put his sheep to bed, they think of every excuse to stay awake. Finally, he thinks of a warm and cozy solution that will help lull the sheep right to sleep"-The Counting Book
Toad Makes a Road
Russell the Sheep
Sheep in a Jeep 5-Minute Stories
Ten Sleepy Sheep
Sheep hunt for a birthday present and make havoc of the shop, only to discover they haven't the money to pay for things.
Itês time for bed! Ä Or is it? Duncan does not like going to sleep ã and heêll do anything to avoid it. Until one day, his mom has had enough of his stalling and leaves him to figure it out
on his own. –Try counting sheep,” she suggests. Which actually turns out to be kind of fun. At first. But when itês Sheep #68ês turn to jump over Duncanês bed, he wonêt. He needs a drink of
water, he says. Then he has to go to the bathroom. Then he wants running shoes. Will Sheep #68 ever do what heês supposed to?
Nighttime has fallen and the farm is asleep, time for you to count your sheep. Count along with our baby animals as a farm in the Australian bush goes to sleep. A perfect bedtime book for
small children, introducing the concept of counting down from 10.
Toad moves into a new house on top of a hill, but no one can get to it until she builds a road leading to her house.
Sheep on a Ship
Will Sheep Sleep?
Sheep Go to Sleep
When Sheep Cannot Sleep
Counting by 2s, 5s, and 10s
The rhyming misadventures of a group of zany sheep on a pirate ship.
Olive the Sheep is having trouble falling asleep--she'd rather stay up and play. Backed up by sleep science, this gentle story shares practical tips for how to make bedtime go smoothly as Olive falls asleep. Adorable Olive had a long day with her friends and is tired. She has a warm bath, is wrapped in a soft towel,
rocks with her mom, stretches, and settles in for a good night's sleep. Using techniques based in neuroscience to help children relax, fall asleep, and stay asleep, author and child psychologist Clementina Almeida presents a charming and practical story for parents and children to share together.
Five hungry sheep discover that a teashop may not be the best place for them to eat.
"Adapted from 'It's time to say good night,' originally published in 2013
Story Time for Lamb
Sheep Won't Sleep
Sheep Blast Off!
Join spunky Cat the Cat as she introduces the very youngest readers to her world, where a surprise is waiting in every book.
While playing hide-and-seek with her friends, Little Lamb meets a cow, pigs, and ducks, but when she gets tired of hiding, she realizes that she is lost.
With a padded cover and each story no longer than five minutes, this is the perfect book for story time, bedtime, or any time you need to hoof it through a fast, fun read-aloud! All eight stories of everyone's favorite sheep burst off the page in this fun and frolicking treasury! Get ready for
whimsical, woolly adventures in this collection of eight funny stories of everyone's favorite sheep by bestselling author Nancy Shaw and illustrator Margot Apple! Ride along with this crowd of mischievous, well-meaning sheep as they take a ride in a jeep, create chaos in a shop, and much
more! Each adventure can be read aloud in five minutes, making it a perfect book for story time, bedtime, or any time you're just looking for shear fun! Features these eight stories: Sheep in a Jeep, Sheep on a Ship, Sheep in a Shop, Sheep Out to Eat, Sheep Take a Hike, Sheep Trick or
Treat, Sheep Blast Off!, and Sheep Go to Sleep
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